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Abstract 
Choban, M.M. and E. Michael, Representing spaces as images of zero-dimensionial spaces, 
Topology and its Applications 49 (1993) 217-220. 
The following result is obtained, and is then applied to give a new proof of a set-valued selection 
theorem: For every nonempty Tychonoff space Y there exists a Tychonoff space X with dim X = 0, 
a perfect map f: X + Y, and a paracompact S c X with dim S = 0, such that f(S) = Y and f 1 S is 
open. 
Keywords: Zero-dimensional space, perfect map, open map, continuous selection, lower semi- 
continuous, upper semi-continuous. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we establish the following result, which will then be applied to give 
a new proof of a set-valued selection theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. For every nonempty Tychonof space Y there exists a Tychonoff space 
X with dim X = 0,’ a perfect map'f : X + Y, and aparacompact S c X with dim S = 0,3 
such thatf(S)= YandfjS . p IS o en. If Y is paracompact, then (since f is perfect) so 
is X. 
Correspondence to: Professor E. Michael, Department of Mathematics, University of Washington, 
Seattle, WA 98195, USA. 
’ We follow the convention whereby dim X = dim PX for every Tychonoff space X. If X is normal, 
this agrees with the usual definition of dim X. (See [3, Theorems 7.1.7 and 7.1.171.) 
* All maps in this paper are continuous. 
3 One can even choose S to be stratiliable and u-discrete. See Footnote 4. 
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For paracompact Y, the part of Theorem 1.1 dealing only with X (not with S) 
was proved by Nagami in [9, Theorem 21. With dim weakened to ind, and without 
having S paracompact, Theorem 1.1 was proved by Arhangel’skii in [ 1, Theorem 
10.11. 
Theorem 1.1 is proved in Section 2, and Section 3 gives an application to selection 
theory which exploits an idea of McAuley and Addis in [6]. 
The authors are grateful to A.V. Arhangel’skii for some valuable conversations. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
We begin with the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Let g : S + Y be a map, with S and Y TychonofS spaces. Then g extends 
to a perfect map f: X + Y with S c X c &S and hence dim X = dim S. 
Proof. Extend g to a map h:pS+pY, let X=h-l(Y) and letf=h]X. Thenfis 
perfect because h is perfect. Since S c X c /3S, we have /3X = /3S and hence dim X = 
dim PX = dim /3S = dim S. 0 
The part of Theorem 1.1 dealing only with X follows immediately from Lemma 
2.1 by taking g : S + Y to be any surjection with discrete domain S. To prove all of 
Theorem 1.1, we also need the following result of Isbell. 
Theorem 2.2 [4, Section 21. Every nonempty topological space Y is the image, under 
an open map g : S + Y, of a paracompact space S with dim S = 0.4*5 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let g : S + Y be as in Theorem 2.2, and then let X and 
f:X+ Y be as in Lemma 2.1. It is clear that this satisfies all the requirements of 
Theorem 1.1. 0 
When applying Theorem 1.1, the following observation is sometimes useful. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that f : X + Y has compact jibers, and that S c X with f(S) = Y 
and f 1 S open. Then there exists a T c X with f ( T) = Y such that f 1 T is open and has 
compact jibers. 
4 This result was sharpened by Junnila [5], who showed that S can actually be chosen to be stratifiable 
(see [2]) and cr-discrete. 
’ See also Footnote 7. 
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Proof. Let T=lJ{(f-‘(y)nS)-nf-‘(y): yE Y}, and note that T 1 S and that 
f( U n T) =f( U n S) for every open CJ in X. 0 
3. An application of Theorem 1.1 
The two results below were obtained by the second author in [7,8]. In these 
results, P(Z) = {E c Z: E # 8, E closed} and rt(Z) = {E E 9(Z): E compact}. A 
function cp :X + S(Z) is 1.s.c. [respectively u.s.c.] if, for every open V in 2, the set 
{x E X: q(x) n V # @} [respectively {x E X: p(x) c V}] is open in X. A selection for 
cp :X + 9(Z) is a continuous s : X + Z such that S(X) E p(x) for every x E X. 
Theorem 3.1 [7, Theorem 21. Let X be paracompact with dim X = 0, and let Z be 
completely metrizable.” Then every 1.s.c. cp : X + g(Z) has a selection. 
Theorem 3.2 [8, Theorem 1.11. Let Y be paracompact, let Z be completely metrizable, 
and let q : Y-+ S(Z) be 1.s.c. Then there exists an U.S.C. 0: Y+ 3”(Z) and a 1.s.c. 
+: Y + S(Z) such that ‘,!I( y) = O(y) = cp( y) for every y E Y. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 in [7] is simple and intuitive, while the proof ofTheorem 
3.2 in [S] is rather involved. In [6, Theorem 5.11, McAuley and Addis used two 
results of Nagami ([9, Theorem 21 and [lo, footnote on p. 9417) to derive part of 
Theorem 3.2 from Theorem 3.1’. In a similar way, we now use Theorem 1.1 to derive 
all of Theorem 3.2 from Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let cp : Y + S(Z) be as in the theorem. By Theorem 1.1 and 
Lemma 2.3, there exists a paracompact space X with dim X = 0, a perfect map 
f: X + Y, and a T c X such that f ( T) = Y and f 1 T is an open map with compact 
fibers. 
Define 4 : X + S(Z) by G(x) = cp(f(x)). Then $ is 1.s.c. because cp is 1s.~. Applying 
Theorem 3.1 to 4, we obtain a selection s :X + Z for 4. Define t9: Y + _K(Z) and 
+: Y-+7{(Z) by B(y)=s(f-‘(y)) and $(y)=s((flT)-‘(y)). Then 0 and + have 
all the properties required by the theorem. In particular, 0 is U.S.C. because f -’ : Y + 
r{(X) is U.S.C. (since f is closed), and $ is 1.s.c. because (f 1 T)-’ : Y+ rC( T) is 1.s.c. 
(since f 1 T is open). El 
’ I.e., metrizable with a complete metric. 
’ This result (which asserts, in effect, that the map g in Theorem 2.2 can be chosen to have compact 
fibers if Y is paracompact) was stated without proof in [lo], and its validity apparently remains an open 
question. 
’ [6, Theorem 5.11 does not conclude that $( ~1 c 0(v) for y E Y. 
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